


PERFUEL is designed as a future investment in green initiatives and
long-term sustainability.

This project will invest in green carbon offset credits to be held in
reserve with an expected annual increase in overall value. The
investment will also be dedicated to sustainable green companies
that can demonstrate a return for our project investors.

A Blockchain-based Carbon Credit
& Green Initiative Ecosystem
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New BlockchainNew Blockchain
w/ Green Energyw/ Green Energy

As the world progresses, the demand for
sustainable and green energy sources
increases. Along with this demand comes
the need for a blockchain that focuses on
these energy sources. The current state of
blockchain technology consumes a large
amount of energy, mainly sourced from
non-renewable fossil fuels. This is harmful to
the environment and creates a large carbon
footprint. With the increasing demand for
green energy, a new blockchain-based on
this sustainable source is needed. 

PERFUEL is short for "Perfect Fuel," which is
what the team behind the foundation
believes blockchain can be. PERFUEL is
creating a solution to this with a proprietary
blockchain that will use proof of stake as a
consensus model. This means those who
hold the most tokens would have the most
power to validate transactions. This would
create an incentive for users to invest in
green energy sources, as they would be able
to earn more rewards. 

In addition, it would also help to reduce the
carbon footprint of the blockchain, as well
as the overall energy consumption.
Implementing the PERFUEL as a blockchain
would be a significant step forward in the
fight against climate change. It would also
show that the blockchain industry is willing
to change and adapt to the world's needs. 



Climate change and global warming are the significant challenges of
the new century. A viable solution to mitigate greenhouse gas
emissions is via a globally incentivized market mechanism. In this view,
the carbon dioxide (or other greenhouse gases) emission is considered
a commodity, forming a carbon trading system.

Fragmented implementations.

Substantial transaction costs that
transfer wealth to brokers and agents.

Lack of transparency leads to over-
crediting and double-spending.

Carbon Credit EcosystemCarbon Credit Ecosystem

The main challenges of current systems areThe main challenges of current systems are



We aim to create a Carbon Credit Ecosystem using smart
contracts that operate with blockchain technology to bring more
transparency, accessibility, liquidity, and standardization to
carbon markets.

This Ecosystem includes a tokenization mechanism to securely
digitize carbon credits with clear minting and burning protocols, a
transparent mechanism for distributing tokens, and tools to
engage all stakeholders, including the energy industry, project
verifiers, liquidity providers, NGOs, concerned citizens, and
governments. 



Introduce a carbon tax where the company pays for the CO2
they produce.

In December 2015, the Paris Agreement brought all nations into a
common cause to undertake ambitious efforts to combat climate
change. All parties must agree to put forward their best efforts through
nationally determined contributions. At the national level, policymakers
have three options to reduce greenhouse gas emissions: 

Set a specific limit that a company cannot exceed.

implement an emission trading scheme – to create a carbon market.

Carbon CreditsCarbon Credits  



The final solution has been gaining traction recently because of
the positive encouragement of clean energy producers and
incentivizing the Fossil fuel industry to become more efficient and
gradually reduce its emissions. This led to the creation of carbon
credits. A carbon credit is a tradable permit or certificate that
gives the right to emit one ton of carbon dioxide or the equivalent
of another greenhouse gas. There are currently two types of
carbon credits: 

Voluntary emissions reduction (VER): 
a carbon offset exchanged in the over-the-counter or voluntary market
for credits, and

Certified emissions reduction (CER):
emission units (or credits) created through a regulatory framework to
offset a project's emissions.

The main difference between the two is that a third-party certifying
body regulates the CER as opposed to the VER. 



Blockchain technology provides a
safe, reliable, efficient, convenient,
open, and inclusive platform
uniquely suited for implementing
Carbon Credit Markets. The
immutable cryptographically-
secured distributed ledger on the
blockchain allows for reliable
issuance and tracking of carbon
credits. Public blockchains are
easily accessible to small and
medium-sized enterprises,
reducing the entry threshold for the
carbon trading market.

Furthermore, the information
provided by companies is
transparent and accessible to
everyone. Recently, free automated
market makers (AMMs) have been
developed on blockchains allowing
for the trading of digitized assets
directly on the blockchain without
intermediary and minimal
algorithmic fees. They provide the
infrastructure required to create a
digital carbon credit ecosystem
and engage all the stakeholders. 

Benefits of BlockchainBenefits of Blockchain
for Carbon Tradingfor Carbon Trading



A Blockchain-basedA Blockchain-based
Carbon Credit EcosystemCarbon Credit Ecosystem

Smart ContractSmart Contract

PERFUEL aims to create a Carbon Credit Ecosystem on Blockchain to
bring more liquidity, transparency, accessibility, and standardization to
carbon markets. This Ecosystem includes all stakeholders, a
tokenization mechanism with clear minting and burning protocols and
transparent distribution of tokens. 

Our PERFUEL token will transfer held carbon credits to the blockchain by
converting them into digital tokens distributed to holders of our native
token. The price will be determined by market dynamics driven by
supply and demand. 

This project's native token, PERFUEL, will be
issued in a small finite supply of 5 million
tokens. The smart contract to mint digital
tokens, PERFUEL tokens, is based on
approved carbon credits and investment
in various green energy enterprises.



The PERFUEL token is a digital asset that can be used to pay for
environmental projects and can be used to offset carbon
emissions. The token can be used to support green energy
projects and can be used to promote sustainable development.
The token can also be used to finance environmental protection
and can be used to support eco-friendly initiatives. 

Holders and Stakers of our token will play Dragon's Den or
Shark Tank with us to decide which green initiatives we invest
project funds toward for a return to the project and
distribution among holders. This all creates more active
engagement and overall investors in the project to
participate in the vision. We are creating overall value and
sustainability. 

Our first-of-its-kind revolutionary token, PERFUEL, will have
backing with real carbon credits. We also are giving back to the
environment via our charitable grants to help fund initiatives
decided by the holders of the community!



The future of energy is green. Investing in
green energy and green energy
companies stocks is a smart way to
ensure a solid return on investment while
also doing your part to save the planet.
Green energy is renewable energy that
comes from natural sources like the sun,
wind, and water. It is also sustainable,
meaning it can be used repeatedly
without damaging the environment.
There are many reasons to invest in
green energy. For one, it is good for the
environment. Burning fossil fuels releases
harmful greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere, contributing to climate
change. Green energy doesn't have this
problem – it's clean and renewable. 

Another reason to invest in green energy
is that it's becoming more and more
popular. As people become more aware
of the dangers of climate change, they
are increasingly looking for ways to
reduce their carbon footprint. This means
there is a growing demand for green
energy, which is good news for investors.
Finally, green energy is simply a wise
investment. It's estimated that the global
market for green energy will reach $2.3
trillion by 2020. And, as more countries
commit to reducing their carbon
emissions, the demand for green energy
will only increase.

This makes green energy stocks a safe and profitable investment. If
you're looking to invest in the future of energy, green energy is the way
to go. It's good for the environment, in demand, and is an intelligent
investment. So, consider investing in green energy stocks today. 



Our PERFUEL green-backed crypto exchange is a new type of exchange that
allows users to trade carbon credits and power performance agreements.
This exchange is designed to help businesses and individuals offset their
carbon footprints and improve their power performance. The exchange
offers a variety of benefits, including: 

The PERFUEL exchange offers a variety of benefits that make it an attractive
option for those looking to reduce their environmental impact.

PERFUEL aims to be a simple-to-use crypto exchange that is easy to understand
and navigate. It's a user-friendly interface that is easy to navigate. PERFUEL
exchange will offer a variety of features that are beneficial to users. Some of
these features include;

A marketplace for
companies and individuals
to buy and sell carbon
credits and power
performance agreements 

a variety of currencies
to choose from,

a variety of
payment methods, 

a variety of customer
support options.

A way to offset carbon
footprints

A way to improve power
performance 

A way to support green
initiatives



The exchange is a central marketplace for carbon credits.The exchange is a central marketplace for carbon credits.

Like in traditional commodityLike in traditional commodity
exchanges, owners of Tokens canexchanges, owners of Tokens can
request physical delivery of therequest physical delivery of the
underlying carbon credits.underlying carbon credits.

Blockchain allows for an open, transparent, and liquid asset that reduces
friction and ultimately decentralizes the system to provide a truly
distributed and borderless solution for commodities trading and asset
value creation. Blockchain technology can provide the foundation to
create an efficient and 100% digital platform that enables the trading and
settlement of commodities globally and instantly.

Because the exchange is blockchain-
based, it has allowed us to create a
hybrid, decentralized platform which
mirrors commodity markets. The use
of blockchain simplifies and
automates the laborious manual
processes that are usually involved
with OTC carbon trading. The Smart
Contract implemented makes it easy
for users to trade and settle with our
system's transparent and immutable
record. AirCarbon represents the
commodities market of the future
where commodities and collateral
can be tokenized, creating an entirely
new approach to securitized token
trade.

The exchange uses a traditional trading
architecture and distributed ledger technology
to securitize carbon credits into digital tokens
(receipts). This represents a clear line of
ownership between the carbon credits held in
the Trust and the digital receipt (Token).



A 2018 study by the University of Pittsburgh found that, on average,
proof-of-work blockchains consumed more than three times as
much energy as proof-of-stake blockchains. We aim to make the
PERFUEL blockchain as low energy consumption as possible but
without sacrificing security.

Energy Consumption & Useage



Substantial transaction costs in transferring wealth to brokers and
agents are a significant problem with the current carbon trading
markets. Traders and brokers often get a commission of 3 to 8
percent of the value of the credit (with an industry average of 5
percent). Furthermore, these schemes rely on third-party verifiers to
check claims and often are paid by project developers, meaning
they have the incentive to approve all clean projects they
investigate. The confluence of these factors may explain why global
(and regional) carbon markets have failed to make a meaningful
difference in mitigating greenhouse gas emissions.

Current ChallengesCurrent Challenges



Name:          PERFUEL (PERF) 
Definition:          A decentralized protocol token 
Type:         
TOTAL Supply:         
Total Team & Shareholders:         
Carbon Credit Treasury Assets:         
Investment into Green Blockchain & Metaverse: 
Gold & Silver & Bitcoin Treasury Assets:         
Liquidity Pool (LP) for Tokens:         
Burn/Deflation possible:         
Staking Rewards:         

   BEP20   
5million     
10%      
20%      
20%      
20%     
15%      
Yes      
15%

CONTRACT ADDRESS:
https://bscscan.com/address/0xfB31d8dA5785AeF97D84d31BDAbC784e1768032F

TOKENOMICSTOKENOMICS

Gold & Silver Treasury Assets
20%

Investment to Green Blockchain & Metaverse
20%

Carbon Credit Treasury Assets
20%

Liquidity Pool ( LP )
15%

Staking & Rewards
15%

Team & Shareholders
10%



What is the benefit of aWhat is the benefit of a
cryptocurrency backed by gold?cryptocurrency backed by gold?  

It's a stable option

It's easier to understand the market

Cryptocurrency is easy to store

You can access blockchain trading apps 

It avoids central bankers and, thus, banks

The benefits of gold-backed crypto are numerous and are primarily linked to
its stability compared to other options like Bitcoin or the Ethereum blockchain.
We've listed a few of the most commonly cited benefits below:

As mentioned, a legitimate gold-backed cryptocurrency enjoys a higher level
of market stability than its more volatile counterparts. This is because it's
intrinsically linked to the current gold price, which is one of the most stable
markets. Historically, everyone wants precious metals, and so a coin related to
those metals is bound to retain its value as long as it's associated with these
materials. 

Tied to this stability, the price fluctuations of gold-backed crypto, as a whole,
are easier to understand. Many market variations of Bitcoin and other crypto
tokens can seem random, even arbitrary. However, with these stablecoins, you
can look at the daily gold market and see trends, changes and predictions that
will help to make informed investment decisions. 

Unless you have a Swiss vault (or several) to hand, it's not easy to store large
volumes of gold on an individual level. Digitalized gold and silver allow
investors to take advantage of their value for trading, investing and spending
without worrying about their physical location. This can translate to lower fees
for using it as a trading asset, leading to greater convenience and profit.

By tokenizing gold and silver into digital assets, holders can access blockchain
trading platforms and all of their associated benefits with a tangible asset
value behind them. These platforms offer easy trading, strict security
credentials, the blockchain's transparency, and safety regulations.

Through the blockchain trading methods mentioned above, investors can
transfer value without going to a bank. This is beneficial in various ways: it's
faster, more accessible, and allows you to avoid fluctuations when you trade
money globally. In short, it's an excellent way to beat a lousy exchange rate.



Green Metaverse InitiativesGreen Metaverse Initiatives

The line between the physical and virtual worlds is becoming increasingly
blurred as the world becomes more digital with a foreword vision to the
Metaverse. This is particularly true regarding the environment, as more people
interact with the natural world through digital platforms. One of the most
exciting and essential developments in this area is the rise of green metaverse
initiatives. PERFUEL aims to create digital versions of natural environments to
promote conservation and sustainable development. 

PERFUEL has plans to create a 3D virtual world that will be used to educate
people about the importance of conservation. Another important initiative is
using virtual reality to raise awareness about the plight of endangered species.
We plan to explore innovative and new ways to approach the Metaverse from
a green perspective! 

There is a growing recognition of the potential of digital technologies to help
protect the environment. As the world becomes more digital, we must find
ways to use these technologies to promote sustainable development. Green
metaverse initiatives are a promising step in this direction, and we are excited
to be part of it as it evolves further in the years to come. 



STAKINGSTAKING

A fair distribution staking reward gives 12% APY to all participants
who stake their tokens and back the project. This system
promotes equality and fairness among all community
members, with everyone getting equal rewards. 

The current system of staking rewards is not fair. It is not equal. It
gives an unfair advantage to those with more money, and it
provides an unfair advantage to those who are more active in
the community or have early bird access. This doesn't seem
right. We are upfront and equitable to every investor. 

A fair distribution staking reward would give 6% APY to all
community members, regardless of how much money they
have or how active they are. This would promote equality and
fairness and give everyone a chance to earn a fair return on
their investment.

As the project continues to grow, the underlying token value is
expected to rise dramatically, all while you earn a fair, consistent
return on your staked tokens.

We believe that a fair distribution of staking rewards is the best
way to promote equality and fairness in the community. I think it
is the best way to give everyone a chance to earn a fair return
on their investment. I believe that it is the right thing to do. 

NO HARDWARE IS REQUIRED

6% APY PASSIVE INCOME

SCALABILITY

ECO FRIENDLIER

MORE COST-EFFECTIVE 

HIGHLY SECURED WITH
THE SMART CONTRACT



Unlike Bitcoin or other popular crypto tokens, the PERFUEL token has
backing from gold, carbon credits, and green company stocks. This
mixture of assets brings consistent, stable returns and is a real treasury
of assets under management. PERFUEL is a more stable and reliable
investment, as the token's value is not solely dependent on the volatile
cryptocurrency market. 

PERFUEL is also more environmentally friendly, as the carbon credits
offset the emissions from the token's use. The blockchain is mined
sustainably, the green company invested in companies benefit, and we
continue a growth trajectory to become the green blockchain of choice.
PERFUEL is creating a circular green ecosystem where all stops along the
green energy trail benefit. Backing with real-world assets will continue to
provide less volatility than many crypto projects with no pegged or
underlying value. 



Rather than a store of wealth or a piece of
unique digital art, carbon credit NFTs serve
as a repository of information related to a
specific batch of carbon offsets.

This information could include, but is not
limited to, the total number of offsets (i.e., how
many metric tonnes), the vintage year of the
removal, the project name, the geographical
location or the certification program utilized.

Such NFTs are then fractionalized into
Ethereum-based ERC-20 tokens, fungible
with each other. 

Tokenizing Carbon Credits allows for direct
access to capital, increased market efficiency,
and access to the community supporting
them. For supporters of carbon credits, it will
enable them to access the opportunity to
make a measurable impact and transparent
information.

Carbon Credit NFTsCarbon Credit NFTs



PERFUEL is creating a new blockchain charity
foundation that is dedicated to helping support
green energy efforts. The foundation was created
by a group of blockchain enthusiasts who believe
in the power of technology to change the world.
The foundation's goal is to use blockchain
technology to support green efforts. PERFUEL will
work with existing charities and non-profit
organizations to help them use blockchain to
improve their work. The foundation will also create
new programs and initiatives to help people
transition to renewable green sources. 

PERFUEL will use blockchain to help people in need
in several ways. For example, the foundation will
work with charities to help them accept donations
in cryptocurrency. This will allow donors to donate
directly to the charity using their cryptocurrency
without going through a third party. PERFUEL will
also work on developing new applications of
blockchain technology that can help people in
need. The foundation is still in its early stages, but
the team behind PERFUEL is already working on
making it a reality. 



LEGAL DISCLAIMERLEGAL DISCLAIMER

NOT FINANCIAL ADVICE

NO INVESTMENT ADVICENO INVESTMENT ADVICE

INVESTMENT RISKSINVESTMENT RISKS

Please Read and Understand

The Content is for informational purposes only; you should not construe any
such information or other material as legal, tax, investment, financial, or other
advice. Nothing contained on our Site constitutes a solicitation,
recommendation, endorsement, or offer by IZI or any third-party service
provider to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments in this or in
any other jurisdiction in which such solicitation or offer would be unlawful
under the securities laws of such jurisdiction.

All Content on this Site is information of a general nature and does not address
the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Nothing in the Site
constitutes professional and/or financial advice, nor does any information on
the Site constitute a comprehensive or complete statement of the matters
discussed or the law relating thereto. HII is not a fiduciary by virtue of any
person's use of or access to the Site or Content. You alone assume the sole
responsibility of evaluating the merits and risks associated with using any
information or other Content on the Site before making any decisions based
on such information or other Content. In exchange for using the Site, you agree
not to hold HII, its affiliates or any third-party service provider liable for any
possible claim for damages arising from any decision you make based on
information or other Content made available to you through the Site.

There are risks associated with investing in securities. Investing in stocks,
bonds, exchangetraded funds, mutual funds, and money market funds
involves the risk of loss. Loss of principal is possible. Some high-risk
investments may use leverage, which will accentuate gains & losses. Foreign
investing involves special risks, including a greater volatility and political,
economic and currency risks and differences in accounting methods. A
security's or a firm's past investment performance is not a guarantee or
predictor of future investment performance.


